We are living for the future. It doth not yet appear what we shall be... True patriotism, therefore, which labors to keep a nation faithful to its mission, cannot be satisfied here unless the ideas of human worth and privilege that awakened and supported our political struggle, ripen and produce their finest spiritual fruit.

--from "Patriotism"
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10 am - The World Crisis and the Solution: A New World Economic System

Keynote
Walter Jones - Video - U.S. Representative from North Carolina
Marcia Merry Baker - The Global Food Crisis and the New Paradigm
Frank Endres - Keeping the Farmer on the Land
Hal Cooper - The Extended NAAPA: World Rail and Nuclear Power

Questions

1:00 Lunch

2:00 - Ending the Threat of Nuclear World War: The Pacific Century

Selections from Bach's B Minor Mass - Schiller Institute San Francisco Chorus and Orchestra
Directed by My-Iloa Steger

Keynote
Butch Valdes - Video - The Role of the Phillipines and the U.S.
Mike Billington - The Historic Potential of the Pacific
Victor Chang - China and the U.S. - Inevitable Partners
Robert Barwick - Australia: Free From the British Empire
Harley Schlanger - California, the Pacific, and the Fight for Glass-Steagall

Questions

6:00 Dinner

7:30 - The Role of Creativity in Development

Mozart "Dissonance Quartet" K. 465 - The Dirichlet Quartet
Nancy Shavin - Violin My-Iloa Steger - Violin
David Shavin - Viola Jean-Sebastien Tremblay - Cello

Phil Rubinstein - The Science of Creativity
Omar Pensado - Video - A Scientific View of Development
Megan Beets - The Sense-Uncertainty of Truth

Beethoven Cello Sonata Op. 69
My-Iloa Steger - Piano Jean-Sebastien Tremblay - Cello

Questions and Discussion

End

A Union rally led by Thomas Starr King during the Civil War. February 22, 1861 at the intersection of Post, Market and Montgomery Streets